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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyzes a deterministic model of the 1988 epizootic of Phocine Dis

temper Virus (PDV) among the harbor seal population in the Wadden Sea locality. 

Modification to the standard SIR model is necessary as oceanic contaminants further 

complicate the dynamics of the disease. Specifically, the influence of polychlorinated 

biphenyls (PCBs) on the seals' main food source is considered. Numerical calibration 

with this model is conducted with current data. An analysis of the long-term ef

fects of the epizootic is studied and the findings indicate that consideration of uptake 

through the food chain is not sufficient in suggesting that PCB had a direct effect on 

the outcome of the epizootic. Additional factors such as immuno-suppressive effects 

and acute toxicity need to be examined further. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The harbor seal, Phoca vitulina, belongs to the Phocidae family of pinnipeds, 

those moving in an inchworm-like fashion (see Figure 1.1). The distribution of the 

multiple species of harbor seals is widespread; they can be found along the coasts 

of Iceland, Europe, North America, Greenland and Hokkaido. In this paper, the 

primary focus will be on those seals in the Wadden Sea area (see Figure 1.2). Harbor 

seals, sometimes referred to as common seals, have an average body length of sixty 

to sixty-five inches, with mature seals weighing 150-250 pounds. They have a life 

expectency of approximately thirty years; females have a slightly greater longevity 

[29]. In the Wadden Sea, the primary food source is flat fish and shrimp, flounder 

and herring being the most common. 

Figure 1.1: The Harbor Seal 

The harbor seal is a land-breeding mammal with pupping season during the 

months of June, July and August. The seals typically congregate in colonies, known 

in the literature as the haul-out period. During haul-out, the seals either gather on 

the shoreline rocks or lay down in a row along the waterline. After the tidal period 

subsides, the seals return to their solitary hunting routes. The main purpose of the 



haul-out is to provide the seals with a time to breed, molt and rest [30]. Rough 

censuses are usually gathered by aerial surveys during haul-outs; those from 1975 on 

give fairly satisfactory estimates. In 1988, it was estimated that 10,000 harbor seals 

called the Wadden Sea their home [37]. 
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Figure 1.2: The Wadden Sea 

In April of that year, disaster struck as reports began to emerge of seals being 

washed up near the coasts of northwestern Europe. The first indicator of mass mor

tality was cited in northern Denmark. By October of 1988, this "disease" had led to 

the death of seals in the vast Wadden Sea region, Sweden, the Baltic Sea, the British 

Isles and Ireland [37]. The epizootic seemed perpetual and unremitting. Symptoms 

before death included lethargy, difficulty breathing and nasal discharge. When au

topsies were performed, the lungs were discovered to be almost entirely congested [3]. 

In particular, of the 10,000 seals in the Wadden Sea, 70% perished by June 1989. 

In time it was discovered that the cause of this epizootic was a morbilli virus, one 

which closely resembles the Canine Distemper Virus (CDV). Due to the similarities, 

the virus was coined the Phocine Distemper Virus (PDV). 

Even today, it is not known exactly how the disease was introduced into the 

Wadden Sea locality. One suggestion states that the virus was transferred to the 



harbor seals from harp seals (Phoca groenlandica) migrating from the Barents Sea 

in 1987-88. This massive invasion seems like a just cause; the discovery of PDV 

antibodies in earlier blood serum samples of the harp seals verifies this [37]. In fact, 

some scientists suggest that the harp seals may have developed an immunity to PDV 

due to the disease being endemic. The explanation of the remarkable speed at which 

the disease spread and the perpetuality of the virus is justified by the seals' routine 

of hauling-out. PDV, being a pneumatic disease, is transmitted via aerosols when 

coughing or snarling. Due to the close proximity during the haul-out period, the 

disease was able to spread rapidly through the population. 

Still others attribute the rapid spread of the disease to chemical toxins in the 

marine environment, primarily polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). PCBs, extremely 

stable by-products of industrial applications, can remain in the ecosystem for more 

than 500 years. When research was being conducted after the outbreak, the public and 

press were persistent in suggesting that the seals' deaths were caused by the polluted 

waters [3]. In short time, this theory was adamantly rebuffed. However, it wcis shown 

under laboratory conditions that PCBs and laboratory degradation products could 

certainly increase the susceptibility of the seals to PDV, thus explaining one reason 

for the severity of the outbreak but not the outbreak itself [3]. Marine pollution has 

certainly been suggested as a possible trigger to the epizootic but this has never been 

experimentally proven [37]. 

PCBs have been shown to contribute to many environmental effects ranging from 

liver and kidney damage in mammals to adverse reproductive effects in fish [8]. The 

influence of pollution on the reproductive system of marine mammals, especially seals, 

has been widely documented (e.g., see [11]). In fact, in one study conducted over a 

two-year period, one group of seals were fed relatively pollution free Atlantic mack

erel versus another group that were fed the highly polluted Wadden Sea plaice and 

flounder. Females in both groups ovulated but the females feeding from the poisoned 

fish produced only four pups compared to the healthy group, in which ten healthy 

pups emerged [3]. In short, there have been several documented studies discussing 



the impact of pollution on the harbor seal from an immunological, pathological and 

reproductive standpoint [6, 11, 16, 26, 27, 32]. 

It is readily known that the eflFect of pollution is two-fold. First, PCBs are acutely 

toxic to many fish. Therefore, even if the fish survive, many fail to reproduce, thus 

resulting in a depletion of the main food source of the seals. Secondly, upon con

sumption of poisoned fish, the bioaccumulation results in the seals maintaining high 

levels of contaminants in their blubber; this can lead to many of the adverse effects 

discussed above [3]. 

Many mathematical models have been constructed to analyze the spread of an 

infectious diseaise. The PDV epizootic is no exception [15,17, 9]. In the modeling of an 

epidemic (or an epizootic in this case), it is common to subdivide the population into 

classes according to the disease state (e.g., S=Susceptible, I=Infectious, R=Removed 

or Immune). Then an analysis of the dynamics of each category is conducted to 

capture the general trends and interactions seen in the model. The downfall is that 

many of these models carry assumptions that seem to neglect reality. In the model 

presented here, the population will not be assumed closed as in many classical SIR 

models; births and deaths will be allowed to occur in the population. Although 

this will undoubtedly increase the complexity of the model, this assumption depicts 

reality. 

Ordinary differential equations with appropriate initial conditions will be utilized 

to model the epizootic. The novelty here is that the food source will be directly incor

porated into the dynamics of the SIR model. The reasons for this are of fundamental 

importance. For example, if the food supply is low (due to pollution thus causing a 

reproductive defect in the fish) then one would expect this to directly affect the body 

condition and reproductive capabilities of the harbor seals. This, in turn, adversely 

aflFects the newborn pups, therefore influencing the dynamics of the seal population 

overall. In other words, healthy seals are expected to produce viable pups while mal

nourished seals produce insufficient milk with obvious implications. Then, with the 

arrival of the PDV epizootic, matters complicate rather quickly. Thus, we see that a 



depletion of the food source is the focal point here. 

In this paper, the mathematical structure of this epidemic system will be analyzed. 

The SIR model will be tallied in days and a mortality count ^ill be maintained. A 

detailed analysis of the construction of the model as well as a discussion of the under

lying assumptions mil be highlighted. A full qucintitative analysis will be conducted 

with stabilit}' conditions being treated as well. Also, various computer simulations 

running over the central epoch of the disease will be presented. Due to the complex

ity of the model, many modern numerical approximation techniques will be utilized. 

The \'isible predator-prey relationship between the seals and the fish along with the 

intense impact of the marine pollution will £ilso be considered. Overall, the aim of 

this paper is to determine whether PCBs played a role in guiding the dynamics of 

the infection process; it is also of interest to see if the results are consistent with the 

data currently available. 

Research has shown that the survi\ors beyond two years of age have developed 

some form of immunity to the disease [37:. However, the pups and younger seals 

are still dving. Since the 1988 outbreak in northw^estern Europe, there have been 

two other isolated episodes of PDV. Although the death tolls were not as high, the 

outbreaks in Siberia (1987-88) and the eastern coast of the United States (1992-93) 

are still worth mentioning. It is clear that PDV still poses a major threat to the 

pinnipeds in general. What ^ill be portrayed here are the dynamics of the seal 

population during the epidemic (with the impact of marine pollution), a discussion 

of how they managed to live on. and perhaps what we can expect in the near future. 



CHAPTER II 

THE 5-7-72 MODEL 

2.1 Assumptions and Terminology 

Throughout this paper, the notation will be kept as simple as possible. Let the 

number of susceptible, infected and removed (immune) individuals in the population 

be denoted by 5, 7 and R, respectively. Furthermore, S-\-I-\-R = N, where N denotes 

the total number of seals in consideration. Oftentimes, for emphasis, N{t) will be 

written instead of .V, indicating that N is a dynamical variable, not a predetermined 

constant. The allowance of births and deaths to occur in the population warrants 

this notation. Some classical S-I-R models assume that birth rates and death rates 

are approximately equal thus rendering Â  essentially constant. Although this would 

certainly make the analysis more tractable, the population here will be free to vary 

with time. On a side note, the departure and arrival of harbor seals (yet another 

influence on N{t)) will be ignored. This is justified as common seals, for the most 

part, are not a migratory species [5. 30]. 

An additional cissumption is that the infected females have a zero percent chance 

of producing healthy pups. Although this seems like a demanding assumption, it 

actually depicts the horror of the epizootic quite well. Even though exact percentages 

of pup mortality are unknown in the Wadden Sea locality, data from nearby areas 

give useful details. For example, in a study conducted in Anholt, of twenty-three pups 

born during the outbreak, nineteen perished within a few days of birth. On Koster, 

the pup mortality rate was estimated to be 95% [19]. Since the Wadden Sea outbreak 

was especially severe [5]. the above assumption seems rational. Furthermore, if any 

pups are introduced into the population, they will be assumed to enter the susceptible 

class. This is consistent with the earlier assumption that only females from the 5 and 

R groups are likely to give birth to viable pups. 

In this model, permanent immunity after infection is a third assumption. That is, 

a loss of immunity (thus allowing a recovered individual to become susceptible again) 



is ruled out. Once again, this is a sound assumption since most morbilli viruses induce 

lifelong immunity [17]. While on the topic of the removed class, it is worthwhile to 

mention a thought in passing. Since the subgroup R represents those individuals who 

have contracted the disease and have recovered, the seals are classified as either (1) 

permanently immune or (2) isolated and unable to transmit the disease further. It 

is important to note that R{t) remains quite small throughout the epizootic as most 

seals are expected to perish. However, from a theoretical point of view, R(t) must 

remain large enough to carry the seals back to the more stable conditions that exist 

today. 

Finally, the latent (i.e.. infected but not infectious) group will not be modeled. 

There are several reasons for this besides the obvious simplification in the construction 

of the model. In [19], the latency period parameter was shown to have a near negligible 

effect on the dynamics overall. In this source, the classical S-I-R model with the 

latency period (denoted S-L-I-R) was considered in comparison to the standard 5-

I-R model. The results showed slight numerical differences but not enough to render 

the use of the S-L-I-R model. Even though the population there was considered to 

be closed and homogeneous, there is still reason to believe that the model examined 

here will show similar results. That is. the absence of the latent group will most 

likely result in very moderate effects on the behavior of the solution curves. For these 

reasons, the latent group will be omitted. 

At this point, the associated rates and probabilities will be introduced. For clarity, 

Greek letters bearing a subscript e will imply that the rate is controlled by the presence 

of the epizootic. The subscript n indicates a natural rate. All rates have units 

time~\ where time is updated in days. Furthermore, if a parameter p is dependent 

on time, this will be made known by standard notation p = p{t). For example, if the 

harp seals are to blame for the outbreak (as so many suspect), then we immediately 

see that the transmission rate, ag, must depend on the presence of these carriers, 

whose population changes with time. This is actually not the case at all and will be 

explained in greater detail in Section 4.2. Additionally, each initial case of infection 



arises during a random period of time. While infected, a seal can transmit the virus 

to a susceptible individual in accordance with the distinctive traits of the disease. 

Bearing this in mind, the parameters as in Table 2.1 are defined. 

Table 2.1: Associated rates in the S-I-R model 

Parameter 

Q g 

Pe 

Se 

In 

^n 

Description 

transmission/contact rate per encounter 

recovery or removal rate 

disease-induced mortality rate 

per capita birth rate 

natural (disease-free) mortality rate 

2.2 The Model 

The dynamics of the disease process are illustrated schematically by the flow chart 

diagram seen in Figure 2.1. known as the S-I-R compartment model [1]. 

Figure 2.1: The S-I-R Compartment Model 

By carefully analyzing each of the compartments 5, 7 and R, a system of three 

ordinary differential equations can be formulated to describe the PDV epizootic. First, 

the change in 5 is affected by three major factors: (1) pups entering the population 

at a rate of 7n, (2) natural death in the susceptible compartment (more will be said 

on disease-free mortality shortly) and (3) individuals becoming infected at the rate 

8 



of ae. Using standard mass action incidence, the immediate result is 

S = yn{S-\-R)-UnS-aeSL (2.1) 

However, in accordance with [17], the last term will be replaced with aeSI/N. This 

not only makes the equation dimensionally sound but undergirds the following dis

cussion. Before moving forward, a definition as in [17] is necessary. 

Definition 2.2.1. The force of infection is the probability of a susceptible individual 

becoming infected in a given unit of time. 

Since essentially all colonies (regardless of size) were affected by the virus, the 

contact intensity is independent of the number of seals hauling-out, and hence, in

dependent of the colony size [17, 19]. As a result, the force of infection is directly 

proportional to the fraction of infectious seals I{t)/N{t), not simply I{t) [17]. To see 

this in more detail, we make the following argument. In a given unit of time At, an 

infected seal will contact K other seals, on the average. Therefore, the term nl repre

sents the total number of contacts an infected seal will make with other seals in the 

time At. However, only a proportion of these contacts, S(t)/N{t), are actually with 

susceptible seals. Furthermore, one cannot assume that these "contacts" necessarily 

lead to further cases of infection. Hence, it is necessary to introduce another propor

tion C of the contacts that actually lead to a "success" in an infected seal transmitting 

the disease to a susceptible seal. Henceforth, the susceptibles become infected at the 

rate of (^KlS{t)/N{t). Here, (^K = a^ so the term representing the force of infection 

is ael/N (this is because (;KlS{t)/N{t) = [aeI/N]S). That is, 

the force of infection oc —, (2.2) 
A 

which verifies the statement made earlier. Also, it is observed that with these as

sumptions, ae is a constant contact rate. See [4, 17, 19, 35] for more on this. 

In a similar fashion, we can construct the next two equations. The infected group 

is growing due to condition (3) above yet decreaising because of natural death, death 



by infection and those entering the removed [R) group. Likewise, the removed class 

diminishes in number due to natural death but enjoys an increase from the seals that 

are fully immunized. Collecting these ideas with appropriate initial conditions, the 

following dynamical system is realized: 

5 = 7„(5 + 72)-z/„5-ae57/7V (2.3) 

7 - aeSI/N-l/3e-^iyn-^Se]I (2.4) 

R = Pel-^nR- (2.5) 

We take initial conditions to be 5(0) = iV(0) - 7o, 7(0) = 7o and i?(0) = 0. It is also 

worth mentioning that l/[Pe + (̂e + ^n) is the (approximate) average infectious period 

including the latency/incubation period. 

Moreover, since N{t) = S{t) -\- I{t) -\- R{t), the total population N{t) obeys (after 

simplification) 

N={jn- ^n) {S + R ) - {Vn + (5e) / • (2 .6) 

This differential equation warrants special attention. Note that in a disease-free 

environment, S = N, I = 0 and 7? = 0 so (2.6) becomes N = {'jn — ^n)N- That 

is, Â  grows according to the Malthusian model of population growth with intrinsic 

growth rate 7n — Vn (of course, assuming that 7„ > Vn)- This is not unreasonable as 

the model will only be used for a short period of time; the number of seals in the 

Wadden Sea is not so enormous as to disregard exponential growth. Furthermore, it 

is useful to observe that if 7n ^ Vn then a slight growth or slight decay is evident. 

Finally, if 7n = i^n (i.e., if the birth rate is identically equal to the death rate) then 

the population remains constant. 

Alternatively, in the presence of the epizootic, if the birth and death rates are 

equal then Â  is a decreasing function as A" = — (z/„ -h ^e) I- This bears with intuition. 

Here, the suspicion is that Un < Se and as t ^ oo, one expects I{t) —>• 0 (i.e., the 

disease should eventually fade out). Hence, 

\im{-[vn-^Se\I[t)} = Q. (2.7) 

10 



Therefore, A'' ^ 0 (i -)• CXD) so it must be that N{t) -^ N^oit ^ oo), where Âoo is 

a nonnegative constant. For the sake of the seals, it is hoped that Âoo is sufficiently 

large, for this represents a healthy (removed) population, the result of a rebuilding 

process after the passing of a devastation. However, from a theoretical standpoint, 

Âoo could certainly be zero. To see this, if the birth and death rates are equal, 

the additional burden of mortality due to the virus can quickly bring the seals to 

extinction. However, if a sufficient number of seals enter the removed class and the 

devastation is short-lived (as was the PDV epizootic), it is possible for the seals to 

recover altogether. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that since the seals were 

nearly wiped out in some areas (with mortality rates reaching 60%), it would take 

a significant amount of time for the seals to reach a reasonable level from which to 

rebuild. 

As the final component to the S-I-R model, a mortality count will be maintained. 

This will be done via an integral; notation will be D(t) for the number of dead seals 

(due to infection) at time t: 

D(t) = f [{Se - Vn)I{m)] dm. (2.8) 
Jo 

Finally, the basic construction of the S-I-R model is complete: 

5 = jrt{S-\-R)-iynS-aeSI/N (2.9) 

7 = aeSI/N-[l3e + l^n^Se]I (2.10) 

R = Pel-l^nR (2.11) 

N = [^n-yn){S + R)-[Un+5e]I (2.12) 

with 

D[t) = I [(Se - iyn)I{m)] dm (2.13) 
Jo 

N{t) = S{t)-i-I{t) + R(t) (2.14) 

5(0) = N{0)-Io, (2.15) 

/(O) = 7o, (2.16) 

11 



R{0) = 0. (2.17) 

2.3 Mathematical Analysis I 

2.3.1 A Transformation and Threshold Parameters 

Since N{t) is a dynamical variable, we define the proportions in each class: 

with the region Q = {(5, i, r )^ eR\ \ s -\-i-\-r = 1}. Using the relationships above, 

we obtain (after much simplification) 

s' = jnis + r){l-s)-{ae-Se)si (2.18) 

i' = aesi-{'yn + Se)(s-\-r)i-Pei (2.19) 

r' = Pei + Seir - jnis ^ r)r. (2.20) 

A quick check shows that s' -\-i' -\-r' = 0. This system will now be analyzed in great 

detail and from this moment on, we speak of proportions only. In the discussion that 

follows, we will show that the disease-free stationary state (5j,iJ,rJ)^ = (1,0,0)^ 

always exists and is locally asymptotically stable. In addition, we will also analyze 

endemic equilibria of the form (§2, ̂ 5, ̂ 2)^ where Zj > 0. However, before this is done, 

it is necessary to define two threshold parameters. 

First define RQ = ae/{Pe + <̂e + ^n)-, the basic reproduction rate of the infective 

subgroup. Since the infected seals are transmitting the virus at the rate of ae and the 

average infection time is {Pe + (̂e + ^n)~^ days, this parameter can be formally defined 

as the number of secondary cases per primary case during the initial period of the 

outbreak. This is equivalent to the following discussion. Note that —{Pe-^Se + i'n)I is 

the term representing the removal of infectives. That is, the removal is proportional 

to the size of the infective pool. We have Pe + de + ^n > 0 so an outbreak will ensue 

provided 7 > 0 or 

a 97 
-j^-{0, + 5e + Un)I>O (2.21) 

12 



which is equivalent to 

5 ^ P. + 5, + u„ ^ ^ ^2.22) 
A' a^ 

where IZ is the relative removal rate. The above clearly says that the fraction of 

susceptibles (i.e., s) must exceed the relative removal rate in order for the infective 

population to flourish. This is equivalent to saying, for example, if 5(0)/A''(0) > U, 

an epidemic may very well occur. From an intuitive standpoint, this says that the 

susceptible proportion needs to be "large enough" to ensure an outbreak. This is a 

well known phenomenon discussed in [35]. In the special case where 5(0) = A (̂0) (no 

infectives), we have 71 < 1 so Pe-\- Se-\- ifn < Oie^ warranting a possible outbreak. This 

is the same as saying 

Ro = n-^ = -5 -f > 1, (2.23) 
Pe^Se + Vn 

consistent with the theory. Finally, since infectives enter the population via trans

mission of PDV yet removals occur by death and recovery, RQ is well-defined. 

In the case where the endemic steady state [s^^.i^^rlY is observed, a slight ad

justment is necessary in defining RQ. In particular, 

R, = — ^ . (2.24) 
Pe-^-Se + l^n ^ 

To see this, one may introduce 7 infectives at time t = 0. Since the probability of 

remaining in the infective class until time t is e-(̂ «+< ê+''n)t _ ^^(t) [4]̂  the rate at 

which new infectives are produced is given by (mass action) 

aeA{t)!s*2. (2.25) 

Hence, the total number of infectives produced is given by 

/ aeAit)isl dt = aeis; / e-^^^^^^^^"-^' dt 
Jo Jo 

^ aels*2 

Pe+Se-\- Vn 

= Roi, (2.26) 
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so 7?o — aeS2/{Pe -\- Sg -\- j/^) is the basic reproduction rate in the presence of the 

endemic stationary state [4]. 

A second threshold parameter is Ri = ae/(^n + ^̂ e + Se). It can be argued that 

7̂ 1 (more than RQ) will determine the existence of an endemic proportion in the seal 

population. This parameter represents the ratio of transmission versus the "dilution" 

of i(t) [4], Specifically, it is a qualitative measure of the infective proportion versus 

all of the other seals. In the dilution of this proportion, 7„ represents an addition 

to the susceptible pool, Pe recovery, and Se excess death in this class, all factors in 

decreasing i{t). (Note that even though no births are observed in the i{t) class, 7n 

still represents a dilution of this subgroup.) Much will be said of 7?i shortly. In light 

of the threshold parameters, we may now redefine RQ in the following manner 

ap 

Pe -\-Se-\-Un' 

Ri < 1 

7̂ 1 > 1 , 

similar to [4]. 

2.3.2 Stability 

Theorem 2.3.1. 1. System (2.18) — (2.20) has a unique disease-free stationary state 

given by (5j,zJ,rJ')-^ = (1,0,0)"^. Moreover, 

(a) if Ri < 1 the state is locally asymptotically stable (LAS). 

(b) if Ri > 1 the state is unstable. 

2. IfRi > 1 then (2.18) —(2.20) has a unique endemic stationary state (55, ij , rj)-^ G 

Q. Moreover, this equilibrium is LAS in Vl — {1,0,0}. 

Proof (1): First, we rewrite (2.19) in a diflferent form by adding and subtracting 

Pe{s -\- r)i and using s-\-i-\-r = I. Hence, we obtain 

i' = aesi - (7„ -h (̂e + Pe)[s + r)i - Pei'^. (2.27) 
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Now, let e = Jn + Se-^Pe so 

i' = aeSi - 0(5 -\- r)i - Pe^. 

Finally, use a^ = 7?i9 and 5 -h i + r = 1 to obtain 

z' = 7^16(1 -i-r)i- 6(1 - i)i - Pel' 

On the other hand, note that (2.20) can be expressed as 

r' = Pei -h Seir - 7„(1 - i)r. 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

As a result of these manipulations, we have a system in the i — r plane with feasible 

region Qi = {(i,r)^ G M^ | i -H r < 1} (as we have eliminated (2.18) due to the 

dependency s -\- i -\- r = 1). Clearly, (ij,rj)^ = (0^0)^ is an equilibrium of the 

system (2.29) - (2.30). As a result, 5 = 1 (this is clear from both s -\-i -\- r = I and 

observance of the original system (2.18) — (2.20)). Hence, the disease-free equilibrium 

(5*,iJ,rJ)-^ = (1,0,0)-^ exists. To show uniqueness, we note that with i' = 0 and 

r' = 0 (the equilibrium necessity), this would warrant r' = —^nf = 0 implying 7n = 0 

for r 7!̂  0 which is impossible. 

To analyze the local behavior of (1,0,0)-^, we study 

/ d/i. 5 4 a£i_ \ 
ds di dr 
dJ2 dji df2 
ds di dr 
dfz dfz dfs 

\ ds di dr / 

which is simply 

/ 

\ 

ln{i - S)- {ae - Se)i 

{ae - 7n - Se)i 

-InT 

\ -{ae - Se)s 

deS- {7n + Se){s-^r) - Pe 

Pe + SeT 

where / i , /2 and /a are the right-hand sides of (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20), respectively. 

The above matrix at (1.0,0)^ yields 

7 n ( l - S) 

-{ln + Se)i 

Sei - inS - 2 7 „ r j 

\ 

- 7 „ Se - ae 

0 ae- (7n + Se) - Pe 

0 Pe 

0 

0 

-In ) 
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whose eigenvalues are - 7 ^ , - 7 ^ and - 6 ( 1 - Ri). Here, we used Q = Jn + Se-h Pe 

and Qe = 7?i6 again. It follows that (5;, ij, rj)^ = (1,0,0)^ is LAS provided 7?i < 1. 

Instability follows for Ri > 1. Thus, part 1 of the theorem is proven, n 

Figure 2.2 presents a simulation with Ri < I. The s - i phase portrait and the 

population dynamics are plotted for Q^ = .248. Pe = .071, Se = .094 and 7„ = .085. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Susceptible Fraction 

20 40 60 80 
Time (Days) 

100 120 

Figure 2.2: Stable Disease-Free Equilibrium (5i.iJ,rJ)^ = (1,0,0)-^, Ri < 1 

Since the behavior is somewhat uncertain when 7?i = 1, a simulation was run to 

investigate the behavior. In this case, the parameters were adjusted so that 6 = Qg. 

The phase portrait in Figure 2.3 suggests convergence to the disease-free equilibrium; 

however, the result is not proven here. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Susceptible Fraction 

Figure 2.3: s — i Phase Portrait with Ri = 1 
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Proof (2): Take Ri > \. Then by setting i' = 0 with i # 0 (since 7?i > 1) in 

(2.19), we obtain 

0 = 7?i6(l - I - r)i - 6(1 - i)i - 3ei^ 

= [Ri{l - r) - 1]6 - [6(7?i - 1) -̂  3e]i (2.31) 

after dividing by i and simplifying. However, from (2.20). setting r' = 0 and using 

s-\-r = 1 - i, 

0 = [Pe + r(Se ̂  7n)]2 " ;̂nr (2.32) 

immediately follows. We now solve (2.31) and (2.32) for r. After simpUfication, the 

result is 

Ar^-^Br-hC = 0 (2.33) 

where 

A = ae{Se-h-rn) (2.34) 

B = 3e{ln ^ Cie) - Se{ae + e) (2 .35) 

C = 3e{e-ae). (2.36) 

The discriminant is 

[Pe{ln + ae) " Se{ae + 6 ) ] ^ - 4Qe((Je + 7 n ) ^ e ( e - Qe) (2 .37 ) 

and 7̂ 1 = a e / 6 > 1 so ae > S. Hence 5^ — 4AC > 0 so the quadratic has two 

real roots. Utilizing Descarte's Rule of Signs, one can show that only one of these 

roots can be in Qi (i.e., we have r > 0). This is true regardless of the relationship 

between Je(7n + ĉ e) and Se{ae + 6 ) . Thus, there exists (̂ 25^2)'̂  ^ ^1 ^ '̂î ^ 2̂ 7̂  ̂  

(by assumption) and r^ ^ 0. Therefore, we have (52- ̂ 2- ^2)"̂  ^ H — {1.0.0}. a unique 

endemic stationar}' state. The question of stability is answered below. However, 

before this is done. Figures 2.4-2.6 serve to verify this result. In the simulations, we 

take Qg = .248. 3e = .05. Se = .074 and -,„ = .081. (It should be mentioned that 



these values, for now, are taken simply for convenience. Later, we will analyze the 

dynamics of 5, 7, 71, and N with accurate estimates for the above parameters as well 

as i/„.) We see that with this choice of parameters, 7?i > 1. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Susceptible Fraction 

50 100 150 
Time (Days) 

200 

Figure 2.4: Stable Endemic Equilibrium (5 ,̂25, rj)^, Ri > 1, s - i Phase Portrait 
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Figure 2.5: Stable Endemic Equilibrium (s2,i2,?'2) ' Ri > I, i — r Phase Portrait 

As a side note, one can see from Figures 2.4-2.6 that the axis of time is extended. 

This is due to the fact that the rate of convergence to this equilibrium is rather slow 

when compared to the disease-free equilibrium. Furthermore, it should be mentioned 

that uniqueness is contingent upon choice of parameters Qg, Pe, Se and 7^. 

Continuing, we use the dependency s = l-i-rto analyze (2.29) and (2.30) in 
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Qi. That is, we study the system given by 

^' = R^Q{1 - i - r)i - e{l - i)i - Pei^ 

r' = Pel-\-Seir - jn{'^ - i)r. 

To study {i*2,r^)^ [and, hence (4,i5,r5)^] we look at 

jmy2)^] = 
e[R,{l - r*2) - 1] - 2[6(7?i - 1) + pe]i 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

•RiQiX 

i*2 Pe + {Se + 7n)^2 ^6^2 " 7n + Tn^J 

where J is the Jacobi matrix for (2.38) - (2.39). Before checking the Routh-Hurwitz 

criterion on '̂[(^25 ̂ 2)^]' ^ lemma is necessary. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Susceptible Fraction 

50 100 150 
Time (Days) 

200 

Figure 2.6: Stable Endemic Equilibrium {s2,il,r2) , Ri > I, s — r Phase Portrait 

Lemma 2.3.1. The equilibrium (52,25,r5)-^ satisfies the following three properties: 

L 6[7?i(l - r*) - 1] - 2[6(7?i - I) + Pe]i*2 = i2[e(l - Ri) - Pe]. 

2. Pe-^{Se-^7n)r*2=7nri/i2-

3. Sei2 - 7n + 7n«2 = - A « 2 / ^ 2 -

Proof: 

Since (s^, ij , rj)^ is a stationary state, (2.31) yields 6[7?i(l - r j ) - 1 ] - [6(7?i - 1 ) -̂  

Pe\i*2 = 0 SO the first part follows directly. Similarly, (2.32) gives the second property 
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immediately. Since the second and third properties are equivalent, the lemma is 

proven. D 

Due to the lemma, 

^ r , , . . . T l I ^ 2 [ e ( l - 7^l) - Pe] " ^ e Z ^ 

\ lnr\li\ -Pi\lr\ 

We now examine the trace and determinant of J[{i\,r*2f]. We have 

TrJ[(i;,r2*)^] = ^;[e(l - R,) - Pe]-^ *̂ 
^2 

< 0 (2.40) 

due to the original assumption 7?i > 1. 

On the other hand, 

det J[(z;, rlY] = - i ; [ 6 ( l - R,) - Pe] (^^ + aeinV^. (2.41) 

Since i^[6(1-7^1 )-^e] < 0, detj[(i5,r5)^] > 0. This fact, along with Trj7'[(z^,r5)^] < 

0. proves that (ij, ^2)"̂  î  LAS in fii. However since 52 + 2̂ + 2̂ = ^̂  it must be that 

(4 , il, rl)^ is LAS in Q - {1,0,0}. • 

A projection of {s^.i^^rVf^ into three dimensions can be seen in Figure 2.7. This 

plot, coupled with Figures 2.4-2.6 and the proof of the theorem, clearly shows the 

existence of the endemic state where 0 < sj, 22, TJ < 1. 

2.4 Mathematical Analysis II 

In an effort to verify the existence and uniqueness of the disease-free equilibrium 

discussed in Section 2.3, we now take an alternative (more straightforward) approach 

in analyzing (2.9) — (2.12). As mentioned in Section 2.2, more information about z/„ 

(disease-free mortality) needs to be said before the analysis begins. As in [23], we 

suppose that v^ = yn{^') is a non-decreasing funciion of the population size A .̂ We 

will show that even with this assumption (which makes sense intuitively yet is far 

more imposing than simply Un € ^ ) ) the disease-free stationary state exists and is 

unique. 
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Susceptible Fraction 

Figure 2.7: Projection into sir space 

An important note is that system (2.18) - (2.20) is free of this parameter; this 

is why we have delayed its discussion until now. Furthermore, if we assume that 

Vn € C^ and non-decreasing on [0, oo), then there exists numbers Â i and 7V2 with 

(A î,A^2) C (0, CXD) that satisfy the following: 

1. t'n is strictly increasing on (A î, Â 2) and 

2. M^l) <ln< '̂n(A^2), 

due to [23]. Recall that 7n is the fertility rate introduced in Section 2.2. Thus, there 

exists a unique Â * G (0,00) with i'n{N*) = In- In a moment, we will see that this 

corresponds to the disease-free equilibrium given by (sj, i j , rj)^ = (1,0,0)^ in Section 

2.3.2. 

Since there are three degrees of freedom in the model {N = S -\-1 -^ R), we can 

study any three of the equations in (2.9) — (2.12). For example, to analyze equilibria 

of the form {N*,I*,R*) we look at only NJ and R. It is clear that (A^*,0,0) is an 

equilibrium of the following system 

N = {7n-l^n){S^R)-[l^n + Se]I 

i = aeSI/N-[Pe + iyn-^Se]I 

R = Pel-VnR 
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since ^'„|(^. o,o)— i^n{N*) = 7„. Before looking at the linearization matrix, we write 

the system above in an alternate form to simplify some of the calculations. We have 

N = {ln-MN))S^{^n-i^n{N))R-[iyn{N) + Se]I (2.45) 

7 = x^{N)SI-[pe-^iyn{N) + Se]I (2.46) 

R = PeI-Vn{N)R (2.47) 

where Ae(Â ) = ae/N. The Jacobian is 

/ dhj dhi dhi \ 
dN dl dR 

dh2 dh2 dh,2 
dN dl dR 

dhz dhz dhz 
\ dN dl dR J 

or 
/ 

-V'^{N)N -[Vn{N) -h Se] In - ^n{N) \ 

K{N)SI-iy',{N)I Xe{N)S-[Pe + 2yn{N)-hSe] 0 

Y -iy'^{N)R Pe -iyn{N) J 

where /ii, /i2 and 1̂3 are the right-hand sides of (2.45), (2.46) and (2.47), respectively. 

The above matrix evaluated at {N*J*,R*) = {N*,0,0) is 

^ -l^'r,{N*)N^ 

A = 

\ 

\ 

-[u,{N*)^Se] ln-iyn{N*) 

0 \e{N*)N'^-[Pe-^iyn{N*)-\-Se] 0 

0 Pe -MN'') 

This is because S* = N* in the case where I* = R* = Q. The eigenvalues of A are 

given by 

/ 

Ai = -iy'n{^nN* 

A2 = -M^*) and 

A3 = Xe{N*)N*-[Pe + l^n{Nn+Se]. 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

The first two are clearly less than zero (Ai < 0 because Vn is strictly increasing in the 

neighborhood about A"*) and A3 < 0 provided 

Xe{N*)N* <Pe-^l^n{Nn-^Se. (2.51) 
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This warrants ae< Pe + Vn{N*) -f- Se or 

Ri = ^ ^ - ^ < 1. (2.52) 
Pe-^ln + Se 

That is, the spectrum of A is in the negative half-plane implying that (TV*, 0,0) is 

LAS provided R^ < 1. As a result, (5*, 7*, 72*) = (N*,0,0) is LAS, coinciding with 

the result given in Section 2.3.2. There, we denoted the equilibrium by (s l , i ; , r j )^ = 

(1,0,0)^. 

In the next chapter, the predator-prey interaction will be developed and analyzed. 

Afterwards, both models will be fully integrated with the added consideration of the 

chemical toxin known as PCBs. Many of the results presented here will prove useful 

in these upcoming sections. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE PREDATOR-PREY MODEL 

3.1 Assumptions and Terminology 

At this point, the model will now reflect the influence of the food source on the 

harbor seal population. In the Wadden Sea locality, the common seal feeds on an 

extensive assortment offish including many species that are also commercially fished. 

They feed primarily on the shore (or at shallow depths) and will consume almost 

anything available (e.g., flounder, herring, trout, anchovy, sandlace, codfish, smelt 

and scorpionfish, just to name a few) [29]. On the contrary, the harp seal routinely 

dives to great depths to acquire its prey and it feeds most notably on the shoaling fish, 

capelin (Mallotus villosus) [3]. In fact, because of a decline in the capelin supply in 

the Barents Sea, an influx of harp seals entered the Norwegian waters, some reaching 

as far as the Wadden Sea region during 1987-88 [20, 31, 37]. Due to the feeding habits 

of the two seals being at variance, the seal populations do not warrant the use of a 

competition model. 

Of greater concern is the predator-prey relationship between the common seals 

and the main food source. An attempt will now be made to develop a predator-prey 

model where the virus is spreading among the predators (i.e., the seals). The direct 

effects of PCBs on the food source will be considered in the final stages of the model. 

First, it shall be assumed that harbor seals are the most predominant predator offish 

in the W^adden Sea confine. Furthermore, seals will not be assumed to be threatened 

(to a great extent) by predators such as killer whales or sharks. Also, standard mass 

action will be used to model the interaction. Finally, as the model will be valid over a 

short time span, the following simplifying assumptions (similar to the Lotka-Volterra 

model) will be applied [7]: 

1. Prey grow in a logistic fashion in the absence of the predators. 

2. The predators depend on the prey for survival. 
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3. The rate of predation depends on the probability that the predator and prey 

encounter one another. 

4. The predator's growth rate is directly proportional to the food intake. 

As a result, the interactions that occur between predator and prey result in a loss for 

the fish and a gain for the seals. 

3.2 The Model 

The notation will be as follows. X will represent the population biomass of the 

prey (fish) while Y will represent the number of individuals in the predator (seal) 

population. This well-known interaction is given by 

X = {e-ujX)X-aXY (3.1) 

Y = -PY-\-TXY, (3.2) 

where 9, u, a, p and r are all positive constants. To understand the model fully, a 

short description of some of the terms is necessary. The quantity 9 represents the net 

growth rate of the prey population in accordance with assumption (1) given above 

(yet modifications to these assumptions will be seen shortly). In the literature, 9 is 

often referred to as the degree of self-regulation of the prey. Moreover, in the absence 

of the predator, 9/uj represents the carrying capacity of the fish so X(oo) = 9/uj. 

That is, 

( sup X{t), Xo < 9/uj 
te[o,oo) 

inf X{t), Xo > 9/uj, 
t£[0,oo) 

where XQ denotes the initial fish population biomass. Also, a is the degree of preda-

toriness of the harbor seals. It should be noted that in a more revealing form of (3.1), 

X = {9- uX - aY)X, so the term 9 - uX - aY may be viewed as an intrinsic growth 

rate for this group. As the seal population increases, this rate decreases, agreeing with 
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intuition. The parameters p and r along with the rate —p-\-TX are defined similarly. 

Here, the intrinsic growth rate of the seals increases cis the fish population increases. 

It should be mentioned that the mortality coeflftcient for the fish, a, is based 

solely on the seals' ability to consume prey. In the model, this is actually considered 

to be a "natural'" death. Also, a keen observer might notice that a fishing mortality 

coefficient (due to fishing efforts) is absent. The main resison for this omission is the 

highly polluted waters that are under study. Hence, we only consider seals cis the 

main threat to the fish in this region. At this point, a detailed analysis of this model 

follows. This, in turn, will give useful qualitative information in the analysis of the 

final integrated model. 

3.3 Mathematical Analysis 

The equations given by (3.1) and (3.2) can be expressed in the following form: 

dX _ X(e -UJX- aY) 
lY ~ Y{TX - p) • "̂̂ -"̂ ^ 

In an effort to put (3.3) in dimensionless form, let x = {T/P)X, y = {a/9)Y, and 

i = 9t, a "variation" of time. Then dX = {p/T)dx, dY = {9/a)dy and dt = {l/9)di 

so 

dX ^^^ 
dY 9,^ 

-dy 
a 

—dx 
_ _x 

—dy 
y 

(3.4) 

However, 

so 

dy/dt L[dyi{iig)di] 

5 = ^-[9-u^X-aY) (3.5) 
dt ^ 

I = \{-P + TX). (3.6) 
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If we then use X = {P/T)X and Y = {9/a)y, we obtain 

If we denote -01 = {UJP)/{9T) and ^2 = ^, we see that z/̂ i and ^2 are dimensionless 

variables. Two additional notes are in order here. First, in the absence of the predator 

y^ ^ ~^ Ti ~ ^ ~ ^(5) (* ~^ ^ where a is a positive constant. Note that this is a 

multiple of the carrying capacity assumed in the original model. Second, for f < 1, 

^ < 0 so y(£) = f y(t) -> 0 (̂  -> CXD) which means the seals perish. Thus, we have 

the dimensionless system (dropping off the hats for simplicity): 

dx 
— = x{l-il;ix-y) (3.9) 

^ = ^2y{x-l). (3.10) 

There are two nontrivial equilibria: 

Pi= (^.0) =(5^,0) 

P 2 = ( l . l - ' / ' l ) = ( 1 , 1 - If). 

Note that p2 is in Quadrant I provided ^i < 1. Since we are interested in the 

mutual/coexistence of both predator and prey, we will analyze p2 and take ^1 < 1. 

Hence, ^ < 1 or ^ > ^, where 9/u; is the carrying capacity for the fish population. 

This certainly sheds some light on parameter estimation for 9,LJ, p and r. 

Next, we linearize (3.9) and (3.10). We have 

^ ^ / I ^2y Mx -1) dx dy 

SO 

B{V2) = 
- 0 1 - 1 

^2(1 - 0i) 0 

To analyze the stability of the equilibrium P2, we note that TTB{P2) = -ipi < 0 and 

det5(p2) = ^2(1 - "00 > 0 since xpi < 1. Also, note that xpi must be non-negative 
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since ^i = '^ where uj,p,9,T > 0. Thus, P2 is a stable equilibrium. Three different 

behaviors are possible. The characteristic equation for 5(p2) is 

A 2 ^ U I A - ^ U 2 ( 1 -ipi)=0 (3.11) 

whose solutions are 

Vi 1 
Ai.2 = - y ± -\l^l - 4i!;2(l - Vi). (3.12) 

If V̂2 > Vi/[4:{1 — vi)]. then a stable spiral is observed. On the other hand, if 

ii;2 < Vi/[4(1 — vi)j. then the equilibrium is a stable node as we will have two distinct 

real negative eigenvalues. As a third possibility, we could have V2 = ^l'j/[4:{l — Vl)]. In 

this situation, a single linearly independent eigenvector is found; thus, the equilibrium 

is an improper (stable) node. A plot of the solution curves for x{t) and y{t) verifies 

these results qualitatively. For example, a graph of the seal/fish interaction with 

li'i = 5/8 and V2 = -28 can be seen in Figure 3.1 below. 
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Figure 3.1: The Seal/Fish Interaction 

An immediate observation is the lack of the familiar periodic solution as depicted 

in the classical Lotka-Volterra equations. This is due primarily to the assumption of 

logistic growth in the fish population. Also, as time passes, the populations seem to 
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reach equilibrium as was justified from the stability analysis above. Finally, from a 

geometric point of view, the two phase portraits below further verify the work done 

thus far (see Figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.2: x-y Phase Plane (Stable Spiral k Stable Node) 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE INTEGRATED MODEL WITH SOME PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

4.1 Chemical Toxins in the Marine Environment 

4.1.1 PCBs: An Introduction 

The presence of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in the marine environment is 

not a mystery to anyone. Increasing levels of PCBs in the blubber of seals has been a 

documented causative factor of many biological abnormalities including reproductive 

defects, developmental mutations and impairment of immune function [34, 33]. In 

ongoing research projects, many of these factors and their possible contribution to 

the mass mortalities will be studied. For example, the negative effects seen in the 

seals' fertility rate as well as the pertinent immunological factors are being considered 

in these works. Here, however, the influence of PCBs on the fish from which the seals 

are feeding will be directly incorporated into the model. 

PCBs have been detected in the tissue of numerous fish species worldwide. Al

though acute toxicity (leading to death) seems to be the chief concern of many, this 

is a rare occurrence in the environment in which the fish dwell. Predominantly, the 

physiological harm due to chronic buildup of the compounds is a great threat to fish 

and those near the top of the food chain. Several experiments have indicated that the 

level of PCB residue in fish tissue can reach concentrations as great as 100,000 times 

the concentration in the surrounding medium [8, 22]. Even so, the greatest hazard 

to the fish seems to be on reproduction. In several species, PCBs have been linked 

to egg mortality, reproductive failure, impedence in hatching time and suppression 

of reproductive hormones [33, 8, 14, 22]. Because of these notable facts, this will be 

depicted in the current model. 

4.1.2 The Model: First-Order Kinetics 

At this point, we will momentarily put the seal population ciside and place our 

attention on the fish. The harbor seals will be fully integrated in Section 4.1.4, after 
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a thorough analysis of the model that follows. First, we have 

X = {9-UJX)X, (4.1) 

precisely (3.1) without the competition term. In addition to (4.1), there will be two 

more equations. One will measure the dynamics of PCB concentration in the fish 

{pf) and the other will describe the concentration of the toxicant in the surrounding 

environment {PE). We will assume that pf satisfies first-order kinetics. That is, 

the rate of change of the chemical reaction is assumed to be proportional to the 

concentration of the unreacted substance. Thus, 

Pf = kpE - gpf - mpf 
(4.2) 

= kpE - cpf, 

as in [10] and [36]. The term kpE indicates the net uptake of PCBs that the fish 

obtain from the sea, —gpf represents the rate of discharge (excretion) of the toxicant 

in the fish and —mpj represents a (metabolic) depuration factor; thus, we see two 

order one loss components. Here, we write c = p + m for simplicity. In a similar 

fashion, the dynamics of PE also obeys first-order kinetics: 

PE = -kiPEX -h giPfX. (4.3) 

Note here that the terms on the right hand side of (4.3) bear a striking resemblance 

to mass action terms. This is no coincidence as the law of mass action warrants PE 

to be proportional to the product of the active concentrations. The term —JZIPEX 

represents a loss of the toxicant in the environment due to fish uptake whereas giPjX 

is an increase in PCB levels in the sea due to discharge. At this point, (4.3) is modified 

to give 

PE = -kiPEX + giPfX - hpE - JPE + ^ 
(4.4) 

= -kipsX -\- giPfX - vpE + X. 

Here, —hpE stands for concentration loss due to volatilization and jpE indicates other 

losses such as filtering of the chemical and uptake from other sea creatures. For sim

plicity in the model, we do not introduce another state here; this particular problem 
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will be addressed when considering the seals. Additionally, X = X{t) represents the 

mass input rate of the toxicant (primarily an anthropogenic cause) [10, 40]. Immedi

ately, one can see a complication in that (4.4) is nonautonomous; this will be reflected 

in the analysis. Finally, we declare t; = /i -f- j for simplicity. 

As a side note, the model given by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4) suggests that the main 

source of the toxicant is the environment. This is actually very convenient in our 

case as the toxicant in consideration is PCB. In the modeling of other pollutants, this 

may not be so appropriate. As an example, some toxicants require the consideration 

of contamination through the food chain [10]. From the fish's point of view, the 

uptake of PCBs is quite common via the food chain. However, bioaccumulation will 

not be considered here as the introduction of additional state variables would be 

necessary. Of course, the note here regards the fish population; the consideration of 

bioaccumulation in the seals is one of the main components of this study. 

Three more assumptions will now be made. First, to develop the coupling between 

the PCBs and fish, a linear dose-response function as in [10] will be utilized. That is, 

9 = rf- ripf (4.5) 

where rf is the intrinsic growth rate of the fish in the absence of PCBs. Also, ri is 

the decline in this rate as a consequence of pf (the presence of the toxicant in the fish 

due to uptake). As mentioned earlier, this is where we consider the negative effect of 

PCBs on the fertility of the fish population. Clearly, r/ and ri are both positive. It 

is also important to notice that (4.5) is linear in pf. Thus, 9 is no longer constant as 

cissumed in the original predator-prey model. 

A second assumption is that the input function is bounded. That is, there exists 

numbers Xm and XM such that 

0 < 2m < At) <XM <oo {t> 0), (4.6) 

as in [10]. This certainly bears with intuition. Finally, we mention the following two 

restrictions: 
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0<Pf{t)<l 
(4.7) 

0 < PE{t) < 1, 

since pf and PE represent concentrations of the toxicant. Here, a 1 indicates a 100% 

concentration while a 0 signifies 0% concentration, both which are impossible from a 

practical point of view. We therefore have the following construct: 

X = {rf-r^pf-ujX)X (4.8) 

Pf = kPE-cpf (4.9) 

PE = -kiPEX-hgiPfX-vpE-{-X (4.10) 

with 

X{0) = X o > 0 (4.11) 

P/(0) = 0 (4.12) 

PE{0) = PE>0 (4.13) 

c = g-\-m (4.14) 

v = h-\-j (4.15) 

and 0 < J ^ < X{t) <XM <oo{t> 0). 

An analytical approach will now be taken to study the above system. Although the 

system is nonlinear and nonautonomous, a few useful results can be derived. However, 

this makes the analysis of the final (integrated) construct seem like a formidable task. 

Since the model presented here is very nearly the same as model M in [10] (with the 

main difference being in the term —JPE in equation (4.4)), many of the results will 

be summarized in a concise manner rather than explained in great detail. 

4.1.3 Mathematical Analysis 

First notice that (4.8) can be written in the following form: 

-^ + {riPf{t) - rj)X = -uX\ (4.16) 
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Thus, (4.16) is Bernoulli with n = 2. The solution, with X{0) = Xg, is 

X{t) = 
XQ exp rft — JQ ripf{s)ds 

(4.17) 
Xo^ /o exp [rfS - f^riPf{T)dT] ds-\-l' 

whose behavior depends on pf. Therefore, we now solve (4.9), which is a linear 

equation. The quadrature solution is 

Pf{t) = ke-'^ f pE{s)e'^ds 
Jo 

(4.18) 

after applying p/(0) = 0. Finally, (4.10) is also linear with integrating factor exp[vt 

ki /Q X{si)dsi]. The result is 

PE{t) = expl-vt-ki X{si)dsA [giPf{s2)X{s2) •^X{s2)] 

X exp vs2-\-ki / X{si)dsi d52 + PE exp < — t;i — A;i / X{si)dsi>{4.19) 

with PE{0) = PE- From the three solution curves (all dependent upon one another), 

we can discern both a positive and negative feature. On a good note, the system 

(4.8) — (4.10) enjoys global existence {t > 0) from the fish point of view. That is. 

'^fi- Io^iPfis)ds Xoexp 
X{t) = > 0 (t > 0) (4.20) 

Xo Lu /o exp [rfS - f^ rip/(T)dr] ds-^ i 

and X{t) ^ 0 for any finite time moment t. To see this, we assume the contrary. 

That is, let there be a f satisfying 0 < ^ < CXD with X{i) = 0. Then 

Xoexp rft -Ti I Pf{s)dt 
Jo 

= 0. 

However, this is only possible if JQ pf{s)ds = oc yet 

/ Pf{s}ds < / 
JO ^0 

s}ds < / Ids = i < oc 
Jo 

so a contradiction arises [10]. The immediately preceding result says that finite time 

extinction is impossible; this is the drawback in the model. 

Before continuing, we need two definitions as in [39] and [40]: 
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Definition 4.1.1. A population X{t) is persistent if \imt-,oo ^{t) > 0. 

Definition 4.1.2. A population X{t) reaches extinction if \imt-^oo ^{t) = 0. 

In Definition 4.1.2, we say "reaches" extinction since t -^ oo. Additionally, for 

convenience, we define the following parameter 

r = r / - — [ ^ I X M + X M ] (4.21) 
cv 

where XM is a constant obeying X{t) < XM {t >0). TO show the existence of XM, 

we present the following argument. Since the carrying capacity in (4.1) is 9/UJ, we 

have 

9_ ^ rf - riPf 

< ^ . 
UJ 

Hence the solution curve is bounded by the maximum value oirf/uj and JVQ, depending 

on where the initial condition is taken. That is, 

X{t) <XM = max{Xo,rf/uj} {t > 0). (4.22) 

This shows the existence of XM in an alternate manner to [10]. With these facts in 

mind, we can state the main result which differs slightly from [10]. 

Theorem 4.1.1. The population X{t) in model (4.8) — (4.10) is persistent provided 

r >0 and rf/ri > pf{t) {t>0). 

Proof: We denote 

^(t) = exp rft- / ripf{s)ds 
Jo 

(4.23) 

and we analyze exp < - /J riPf{s)ds \. After elementary manipulation and use of the 

three explicit solutions, we obtain 

exp | - r i f pf{s)ds\ = A{t)B{t)C{t) (4.24) 
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where 

A{t) = expl-r^kgi I Ai{s)ds\ 

B{t) = expi-r iA; / Bi{s)ds\ 

C{t) = expl-rikpE Ci{s)ds> 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

and 

Mt) = e-''J expUc-v)si-ki r X{s3)ds3\ 

X / Pf{s2)X{s2)explvs2-\-ki X{s3)ds3\ds2 dsi (4.28) 

^ i W = e-'' f expl{c-v)si-k, r X{s3)ds3\ 

X / X{s2) exp < vs2 + ki j X{sz)dsz \ ds2 dsi (4.29) 

Ci{t) = e""^ I exp <{c- v)si - ki T X{s3)dsAdsi. (4.30) 

We now find suitable bounds for Ai{t), Bi{t) and Ci{t). In the case of Ci{t), we 

analyze /Q Ci{si)dsi as in [10]. If we switch the order of integration, we obtain 

/ Ci{si)dsi= / e "^ / Qxpl{c-v)s2-ki I X{sz)dsz\ds2 
Jo Jo iJo I ^0 J . 

= e~"^ exp \{c- v)s2 - ki X{s3)dss > ds\ds 
Jo J$2 I Jo J 

dsi 

S2 

•t r rt 

-III 
Jo Us; 

c Jo 

-I 
c Jo 

, —CSl dsi exp {{c- v)s2 - ki X{ss)ds3 > ds2 
ns2 

Jo 

e "^ exp {{c- v)s2 - ki pX{ss)dsA 
} 

dss 

< - / e-''''ds2 
c Jo 

< - (̂  > 0). 
cv 

(4.31) 

In a similar manner, we obtain the following [10]: 

^ i ( ^ ) < — ( ^ > 0 ) 
cv 

Bi{t) < — (^>0) . 
cv 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 
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The bound in (4.32) is a direct result of X{t) < XM {t > 0) and pf{t) < I {t > 0) 

whereas (4.33) is a consequence of X{t) < XM {t > 0). From the form of (4.32) and 

(4.33), integral bounds are easily obtained: 

Ai{s)ds < ^ ^ ^ 
cv 

(«>o) 

/ B,{s)ds < ^ ( t > 0 ) . 
Jo cv 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

Continuing, we have 

^(i) = e''/*exp - n / pf{s)ds 
Jo 

= e'f'A{t)B{t)C{t) 

= e''^^ exp 

>e^/* 

-Tiklgi I ^1(5)^5+ / Bi{s)ds + pE / Ci{s)dt 
I Jo Jo Jo 

[ y CV cv cv ] 

= exp 
_ TikgiXM _ TJ^XM \ _ rik 

CV cv cv 

= exp Tt -

rt e ^ exp 

rik 
cv 

rik 

cv 
(4.36) 

From the above, we may write 

^{t) > Cê * (4.37) 

w here C = exp [ - ^ ] € R+. However, we are interested in \imt^ooX{t) where 

Xit) = — ^ ^ . 
l + Xoijf^<^{s)ds 

Clearly, a direct check leads to the indeterminate form 00/00 since 

(4.38) 

rt lim ^(t) > Ce = 00 
t^oo 

(4.39) 

as r > 0 by assumption, 

result 

After applying L'Hopital's Rule, we get the interesting 

lim X{t) = lim - ^ - ^ . 
t-^00 t-^00 u^fyt) 

(4.40) 
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Next, we have 

lim X{t) = - lim ^ 
t^oo UJ t-^oo ^ ( t ) 

= — lim 
e^f^ exp -riJoPfis)ds {rf-ripf{t)} 

ê /* exp - r i L Pf{s)ds 

= - l i ^ [ r / - r i p / ( t ) ] 
UJ t—^oo 

However, since ^ > pf{t) {t > 0) we obtain 

- lim [rf - ripf{t)] > — hm 
UJ t->oo •' ' •̂' cj t^oo 

r; -h ri - = 0. 

As a result. 

lim X{t)>0 

so the population X{t) is persistent. • 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

4.1.4 Integration 

In a similar fashion to the Lotka-Volterra model, let X stand for the prey (fish) 

biomass. Also, in accordance with the S-I-R model, let S represent the number of 

susceptible individuals in the predator population, / , the number of infectives, and 

i?, the number of removed individuals. This essentially gives 

X = 9X-ujX'^-aXS 

S = -pS-hrXS 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

as defined previously, if it is momentarily assumed that all seals in the population are 

susceptible. However, the prey can also be consumed by infected (removed) predators. 

This warrants the need for an additional term, say —T]XI {—aXR). For simplicity, 

note the tacit assumption that the rate of predation for a susceptible seal is the same 

as that of a removed (and hence, immune) seal. The result is 

X = 9X - UJX^ - aXS - rjXI - aXR (4.46) 
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where 77 has an analogous definition to that of a. Notice here that it is reasonable 

to assume that 77 < a as one would suspect the virus to adversely affect the hunting 

capabilities of the seals. It is evident here that the following also holds: infected seals 

(though at some point lethargic and apathetic) are still capable of catching prey, 

albeit at a different rate (see [38] for a similar scenario). 

The equation S = -pS + TXS is now considered. Taking the terms from the 

S-I-R model into consideration yields 

S=-pS + r X 5 + 7n(5 + R)- UnS - aeSI/N. (4.47) 
^̂  V ' "̂  V " 

Predator-Prey SIR 

Additionally, infected seals can consume fish (although at a slower rate than those 

from the S or R groups), so (2.4) becomes / = aeSI/N — [Pe -\- Vn^ S^I ̂ - pXI, 

where \i <T. Finally, in a similar fashion, R = Pel — VnR + TXR, assuming that the 

growth rates proportional to food intake are equal in both the susceptible and removed 

subgroups. As the final component of the model, the direct effect of polychlorinated 

biphenyls on the fish population via (4.8) — (4.10) will be added. In essence, the 

complete model, written as an initial value problem reads 

X = X[rf-rxPf-r]I-ujX-a{S^R)] (4.48) 

Pf = kpE-cpf (4.49) 

PE = -kiPEX + giPfX-vpE+X{t) (4.50) 

S = S[^n-p-i^n + rX-aeI/N] + -inR (4.51) 

/ = I[aeSIN-{Pe + Vn + Se)^pX] (4.52) 

R = R{TX - l^n) + Pel (4-53) 

N = S{-fn- p-J^n^rX) + R{'~^n + rX -Vn) + I{pX -Un-Se) (4.54) 

with 

D{t) = [ Sel{m) dm (4.55) 

N{t) = S{t)^I{t) + R{t) (4.56) 
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X{0) = Xo, 5(0) = N{0) - /o, /(O) = /o, R{0) = 0 (4.57) 

P/(0) = 0,PE{0)=PE. (4.58) 

Notice here that we ignore the occurrence of a natural death (in calculating mor

tality D{t)) given the short time span of the epizootic. For a concrete display of the 

integrated model. Figure 4.1 has been supplied. Here, we see how pollution affects the 

fish population directly. Also, the predator-prey interaction is seen by use of a double 

arrow linking the seals and fish. Finally, the dynamics of the disease process can be 

seen in the seal compartment. From the above relationships, model (4.48) - (4.54) 

emerges. All of the parameters have their place in the diagram; this illustrates the 

complexity and dependence the parameters have on other aspects of the model. 

Pollution PE 

'"A 
e,p,(T,T,T},^l Food Supply X(t), pf < ' ' ' ' ' > Seals N(t), ae, Pe, 7n, ^̂ n, S 

Model 4.48 - 4.54 

Figure 4.1: The model viewed as the result of three interacting components. 

As the final phase in the model-building process, a discussion of parameter de

termination and estimation follows. Some are easily determined due to the data in 

the literature while others are extremely difficult to even approximate. All of this is 

addressed below. 

4.2 Parameters 

In this section, the parameters in the system of ODE will be estimated. In most 

instances, an elaborate discussion of each parameter will not be given; rather, the 

parameters will be summarized in table form for ease and reference. Only those that 

prove crucial to the development of the model (or those that are especially difficult 
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to estimate) will be granted a lengthy explanation as to its derivation. We do not 

discuss the predator-prey estimates here but we will exploit some of the relationships 

discussed in Section 3.3. On the other hand, much elaboration will be given to the 

S-I-R estimates as these give insight into the model's construction. 

4.2.1 The S-I-R Model 

The five parameters as seen in (2.9) - (2.12) are summarized in Table 4.1. To 

justify some of these estimates, we look at the values of Ro and Ri. Since the seals 

typically die two weeks after infection, we can approximate the average infectious 

period as fourteen days (since the latency period is not being modeled) [15, 17]. 

From the chart below, we see that {Pe -\-Se + '̂n)~^ ~ 12 days. However, since i/n does 

not play a role in the infection process, we claim that the average infection time is 

actually closer to {pe + Se)'^ ~ 15 days. This is consistent with most of the literature. 

Also, J?o ~ 2.6 > 1, consistent with the general theory and in accordance with [17]. 

Likewise, -Ri « 2.2 > 1 thus leading to the endemic stationary state. 

Table 4.1: Summary of Key Parameters in Model (2.9) - (2.12) 

Parameter 

ae 

Pe 

7n 

^n 

Se 

Description 

transmission rate 

removal rate 

fertility rate 

natural death rate 

death rate (infection) 

Quantitative Measure 

.218 day-i 

.017 day-^ 

.03 day-^ 

.016 day-^ 

.05 day-i 

In a similar manner, we now justify the value of Se- The most intense period of the 

epizootic was April 1988-June 1989, where approximately 7,000 of the 10,000 harbor 

seals in the Wadden Sea were wiped out [37]. Since this represents nearly a one-year 

stretch, we can assume an average disease-induced mortality rate of approximately 

70% (of course, ignoring newborn pups which is certainly justified). Due to these 
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observations, the case mortality rate ^ is approximately 70% in the Wadden Sea, 

assuming every animal becomes infected (compare with [35] which looks at the North 

Sea population as a whole). When we speak of the Wadden Sea, we are referring to 

the Danish and Dutch Wadden Sea, Schleswig-Holstein and Niedersachsen (see Figure 

1.2). 

The death rate due to infection can be ecisily obtained, for Sg is precisely the ratio 

of case mortality to the infectious period [35]. That is, Se w ^/(14days) = .05 day~\ 

as seen in Table 4.1. Since we claim that Se ^ .05, we take Se € (.04, .06) in the 

simulations. A comparison with z/„ verifies some of the remarks made in Chapter 

2. In this sense, calculating Se gives some information about the removal rate Pe-

T h a t i s , if Se = i„fectJs period > ^heu Pe mUSt b e i„fectiousWd^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^'^^ 

from the infection or recovers altogether [5, 35]. Note that we neglect the rather rare 

occurrence of a 'natural' death during the short infection period of two weeks. This 

argument can be viewed schematically in Figure 4.2. 

*• Removed Case 

Death Due to Infection Natural Death (Rare Case) 

Figure 4.2: Result of Infection 

Note that this warrants Pe « -02, close to the value seen in the table. 

Lastly, we take ae = .218. This seems to be a reasonable point estimate as the 

transmission rates in the past have been 81 year"^ = 0.2219 day"^ for pseudo mass 

action and ^ day"^ = 0.208 day"^ for mass action ([9] and [17], respectively). The 

reasons for assuming a constant transmission rate that is independent of the harp 

seals is cited below. 

From a biological or mathematical point of view, no one has suggested or verified 

that the harps were responsible for transferring the virus from one location to another 
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amidst the outbreak. Practically all of the models developed to analyze the epizootic 

undergird this notion; one of the assumptions is that transfers were between the harbor 

seals. However, the North Sea population is not large enough for PDV to remain 

endemic after an initial outbreak [35]. As a result, the disease must have been initiated 

by an outsider, most likely the harp seal. The main reasons that researchers point to 

harp seals are (1) they are now aware that PDV is quite common in harp seals and (2) 

the magnitude of the harp seal population (exceeding 4 million) permits distemper 

to become endemic. Nevertheless, once the diseetse began its course, transmission 

between harbor seals was extremely rapid [13]. 

4.2.2 PCB Estimates 

In order to give insight into the parameter values in the PCB model, the following 

three facts are used extensively: 

1. 0 < pf{t) < 1 {t>0) 

2. 0 < pE{t) < 1 {t>0) 

3. limt_oo X{t) > 0 provided F > 0 and ^ > pf{t) (t > 0). 

For example, if it is assumed that PE{t) € [0,1], then we can state a sufficient condition 

for 0 < Pf{t) < 1 {t > 0). From (4.18), it is clear that Pf{t) is non-negative. Hence, 

we ha\'e 

(t) = ke' 

< ke' 

k 

c • 

k 
< - . 

c 

-ct 1 
Jo 

1 - e " 

PE{s)e' 

e'^ds 

'Ctl 

""ds 

(4.59) 

As a result, provided k/c < 1, we have Pf{t) G [0,1]. This is refiected in Table 4.2. 

In addition to this, many of the parameters were estimated bcised on the fact that 
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r > O o r 
rik r 

r/ > — Qi msLxX(t) -H max J(f) 
cv [ t>o ^ ' f>0 ^ ^ 

This is also reflected in Table 4.2. The majority of the parameters here were estimated 

using siniilar techniques to [36] and [24] where both biological parameters (e.g., growth 

rates, metabolic rates) and PCB parameters (e.g., absorption rates, excretion rates) 

were approximated. 

Table 4.2: Summary of Key Parameters in PCB Model 

Pcirameter 

^ / 

^1 

UJ 

k 

c 

ki 

9i 

V 

Description 

intrinsic growth rate 

net decline in presence of PCB 

intraspecific coefficient of competition 

net uptake of PCB 

rate of discharge/depuration 

rate of fish uptake 

rate of increase in PCB level 

rate of volatilization/filterization 

Quantitative Measure 

.0054 day-^ 

.009 kg day-^mg-i 

.00000158 day-^kg-^ 

.00045 m^day-^kg-^ 

.042 day-i 

.32 day-^kg-^ 

.00015 day-^m-^ 

.07 day-^ 

As the final parameter, we now mention a note on the input function X. Here 

X(t) must be adjusted to produce the observed PCB levels in the Wadden Sea. In 

essence, this variable is a calibration parameter. The main reason for this is that we 

are uncertain of its true value relative to the parameters listed in Table 4.2. Units 

on X(t) will be mg PCB/m^ day; from an intuitive standpoint, one would expect 

X(t) to be close to zero by definition. However, various functional forms of X(t) will 

be portrayed in the simulations; this can be seen in Chapter 5. Also, numerical 

verifications of the three properties stated at the beginning of this section will be 

given there as well. 
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CHAPTER V 

SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

5.1 S-I-R Results 

In this chapter, the dynamical behavior of each system will be investigated by 

simulation. Special attention will be given to the integrated model; the effect of pol

lutants on the already existing complex 5-/-i?-predator-prey interaction is a tremen

dous curiosity here. It will be demonstrated that the presence of the toxicant yields 

an expected result: the seals witness a decline. However, it is difficult to draw a 

definitive conclusion. 

To check the validity of the S-I-R model, simulations were compared with raw 

data from two areas in the Wadden Sea using two different sources. In particular, 

the Danish and Dutch Wadden Sea were first analyzed as a couple and then the 

Dutch Wadden Sea was studied in isolation. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are from [5] and [28], 

respectively: 

Table 5.1: Danish and Dutch Wadden Sea Mortality Count 

Location 

Danish WS 

Dutch WS 

Approximate Data 

Mortality Count (12/88) 

1238 

417 

Herd size 

1000 

1050 

Duration of epizootic (days) 

102 

115 

Table 5.2: Rough Census of Dutch Wadden Sea Harbor Seal Population 

Year 

Seal Count 

1985 

780 

1986 

800 

1987 

1050 

1988 

980 

1989 

535 

1990 

565 

1991 

750 

1992 

965 

1993 

1100 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 present two simulations (with different initial conditions) using the 

parameter values as described in Table 4.1. The model gives fairly accurate results; 
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only slight variations can be seen with small changes in initial conditions. 

2500 

2000 

z 
of 

1500 

1000 

S(t) 

l(t) 

20 40 60 80 100 
Time (Days) 

Figure 5.1: Dynamics of 5, / , R and N with S{0) = 1800, /(O) = 250, R{0) = 0 
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Figure 5.2: Dynamics of 5, / , R and N with 5(0) = 1950, 7(0) = 100, R{0) = 0 

Clearly, both plots are fairly representative of the data in Table 5.1, especially Figure 

5.2. Here, the peak of infection occurs around thirty days with approximately 600 

seals left after the central epoch. 

Next, we compare the simulations with data from [28] in an effort to study the 

Dutch Wadden Sea locality. Here, the results are not as accurate (see Figures 5.3 

and 5.4). However, this is expected as the model would require modification and/or 
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calibration in application to different areas. Also, since the data were tallied in years, 

it is difficult to compare the plots with the numerical values. This is because we are 

primarily interested in modeling the central epoch of the epizootic as cited in [5]. 

Since the duration of the epizootic in the Wadden Sea was around one-hundred days 

(central epoch), we carry the simulations out to this time step and then check the 

results. Clearly, the epizootic was short-lived; this enables us to look at other possible 

factors in the transmission process (e.g., pollutants). 

Figure 5.3: Dynamics of S, / , R and N with 5(0) = 1000, 7(0) = 50, R{0) = 0 
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Figure 5.4: Dynamics of 5, 7, R and Â  with 5(0) = 800, 7(0) = 250, R{0) = 0 
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Finally, the cumulative mortality function D is plotted in Figure 5.5 for both the 

Dutch and Danish Wadden Sea (together) and then the Dutch Wadden Sea alone. 

This function has the property that for any time moment t (0 < t < 100), we can 

observe an approximate death count. Once again, L>(100) seems to agree with much 

of the documented literature (keeping in mind that D is merely an approximation). 

ISOOr 
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Figure 5.5: D{t) plotted for both localities 

5.2 Numerical Verification of PCB Model 

In this section, we verify the result in Theorem 4.1.1 by simulation. The param

eters chosen for the trials are summarized in Table 4.2. Here, we see that c >_ k m. 

accordance with (4.59) and we take F > 0 as the theorem assumes. In this trial run, 

f .0054 1 
XM = max < 3400, ^^^^^,^, } « 3418. 

1 .00000158] 

With this fact, we see that indeed r/ > ^[giXM+XM]- The verification can be seen 

in Figure 5.6. 

A few notes are in order here. First, we see that \iuit^ooX{t) > 0 so the fish 

population is persistent. However, in actuality. \iint^ooX{t) = XM, thus further 

verifying the existence of XM as seen in (4.22). Finally, it is observed that one of 

the curves in Figure 5.6 witnesses no decline; that is, it approaches the carrying 
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capacity directly from XQ. This is due to the initial condition p/(0) = 0. Other 

initial conditions were taken simply for the sake of presentation. The results can be 

seen below. 
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Figure 5.6: Persistence of X(t) 

Finally, before revealing the mam numerical results of this work, we present one 

more verification. The main goal here is to simply show that the solution curves of 

Pf and PE must he in [0.1] for feasible choices of the parameters. Two simulations 

are presented below (see Figure 5.7). 
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It appears from the graphs that wild fluctuations are present in both fish tissue 

concentration and environmental concentration. This is certainly not the case at 

all; close examination of both the time in consideration and the relative scale of the 

I/—axis verify this. Thus, the relative change in concentration is seen to be a slow 

process which makes sense from a chemical standpoint. Another observation is that 

even if the fish concentration begins near zero, it appears that pf{t) > PE{t) {t >0), 

in accordance with much of the literature regarding bioconcentration in fish. In the 

figures, the input function is calibrated to suit the pollution level in the Wadden Sea. 

We have 

^ .0082, 0 < t < 15 

.0077. 15 < t < 100 

X{t) = { .0083, 100 < t < 123 

.0065. 123 < t < 318 

.0081. 318 < t < 400 

and 
.00552, 0 < t < 54 

X{t) = { 

0077. 

0081, 

0075, 

0070, 

54 < t < 198 

198 < t < 267 

267 <t< 319 

319 < t < 400. 

respectively for Figure 5.7. 

5.3 The Integrated Model 

In this final section, model (2.9) - (2.17) is compared with the integrated model 

given by (4.48) - (4.58). At this point, we are already aware of the added complexities 

seen in the construction of the latter model; in addition to the S-I-R dynamics, we 

are also considering the depletion of the seals' food source via PCBs. In the plots 

that follow, we take the exact initial conditions as seen in Figures 5.1-5.4 for means 

of comparison. Additionally, it is shown that even if p/(0) = 0, the fish experience an 
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initial decline in the integrated model unlike the intermediate solution curve seen in 

Figure 5.6 (i.e., we see a decrease in food supply). This is justified by the fish-seal 

interaction in the presence of a chemical pollutant; it is verified in Figure 5.8. 

4000 
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Figure 5.8: Initial decline in X{t) even with p/(0) = 0 

In Figures 5.9—5.12, a comparison of the two models indicate that PCBs certainly 

had an impact on the disease process. However, the differences are quite subtle. Some 

simulations are given below with the older figure on the left {S-I-R in isolation) versus 

the integrated model on the right. 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison with 5(0) = 1800, 7(0) = 250, R{0) = 0, p/(0) = 0 
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Close inspection indicates that the results are quite similar with the PCB model 

causing an additional (slight) observance in seal mortality. This can be seen in the 

figures that follow as well as the cumulative mortality function as seen in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison with 5(0) = 1950, 7(0) = 100, R{0) = 0, p/(0) = 0 
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Figure 5.11: Comparison with 5(0) = 1000, 7(0) = 50, R{0) = 0, p/(0) = 0 

Although the curves are relatively similar for both models, there are notable dif

ferences. First, the decline in both the susceptible and total subgroups are immediate. 

This diflfers from the initial increases seen in Figures 5.1-5.3, (most likely a factor of 

the parameter 7„). The most plausible explanation for this initial decline is that the 

toxin has an immediate and direct effect on the fish population with which the seals 
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are delicately coupled. These curves are somewhat more realistic than the original 

initial increases seen in the S-I-R model in isolation. 

As the final numerical verification, the cumulative mortality curve given by D{t) = 

/o Sel{m) dm is plotted below for both the Dutch Wadden Sea and the Danish and 

Dutch Wadden Sea together. Here, as expected, the solution curves are quite similar 

to those seen in Figure 5.5, suggesting that many of the seals entered the recovered 

subgroup even with consideration of the PCB model. 
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Figure 5.12: Comparison with 5(0) = 800, 7(0) = 250, 7 (̂0) = 0, p/(0) = 0 
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Figure 5.13: Mortality Function D{t) in Model (4.48) - (4.58) 

Before concluding, we will present a general outline that precisely describes how 
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to form an integrated model such as (4.48) - (4.54). Even though section 4.1.4 is 

detailed enough for one to see how such an algorithm could be developed, we give 

general guidelines in the chapter that follows. Here, it is important to note that certain 

questions (such as the following) must be answered before attempting to construct 

such a model. 

1. How is the chemical introduced into the environment? 

2. What is the method of uptake? 

3. How persistent is the chemical in the environment? 

The answers to the above questions, among others, need to be tailored to the par

ticular toxin in consideration. Once these questions have been carefully answered, a 

general model can be built reflecting the interaction between predator and prey as 

well as the effect of the toxin on either (or both) of the species. 
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CHAPTER VI 

A GENERAL ALGORITHM 

In this section, we outline a general procedure for studying epidemic systems where 

the food source is affected by pollution. Due to its generality, it is not assumed that 

its application is limited to aquatic ecosystems. In fact, conditions can be modified 

so that disease is observed in the prey (as opposed to the predator). Additionally, 

the model is easily extended to consider multiple predators in the environment; as a 

result, the flexibility is far-reaching. 

To understand the basic development, it is first necessary to develop the individual 

models in isolation. That is, we consider a disease interaction given by 

5 = fi{SJ,R) (6.1) 

7 = f2{SJ,R) (6.2) 

R = f3{SJ,R). (6.3) 

Similar generalizations for 5-7, 5-7-5, 5-7-72-5 and S-E-I models (among others) 

are fairly clear. Also, the predator-prey interaction can be written as 

X = 9i{X,Y) (6.4) 

Y = g2{X,Y). (6.5) 

Once again, a vast collection of forms for gi and p2 are available in the literature. 

Finally, using a process such as first-order kinetics, passive exchange or fate-transport, 

we can model the uptake of a specific chemical in the environment by a particular 

species (say X) as well as the relative concentrations. Using similar notation as in 

this paper, we obtain 

X = hi{pf,X) (6.6) 

Pf = h2{pf,PE) (6.7) 

PE = hz{pf,pE,X,X). (6.8) 
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To integrate the three models, it is most straightforward to analyze the simplest 

system first (i.e., the predator-prey equations). First, whichever population is diseased 

IS assumed to have all individuals in the susceptible class. Hence, if the disease is in 

the Y population, we have 

X = gi{X,S) (6.9) 

S = g2{X,S). (6.10) 

At this point, special care needs to be taken in modifying the above equations. For 

example, if X represents the prey, then additional losses need to be considered from 

interaction with both the 7 and R subgroups (this can be done by any popular 

modeling technique such as mass action or standard incidence). Thus, we have 

X = gi{X,S)-gi{XJ)-~gi{X,R). (6.11) 

Also, (6.10) would take the form 

S = g2{X,S)^fi{S,LR), (6.12) 

by considering the infection process. Additionally, a similar consideration needs to 

be taken when adjusting the equations for the infected and removed individuals. The 

final result would resemble 

X = hi{pf,X) + gi{X,S)-gi{X,I)-gi{X,R) (6.13) 

Pf = h2{pf,PE) (6.14) 

PE = h3{pf,pE,X,X) (6.15) 

5 = g2{X,S)-^fi{SJ,R) (6.16) 

7 = f2{SJ,R) + f2{XJ) (6.17) 

R = f,{SJ,R)^MX,R). (6.18) 

A particular example of this is seen in system (4.48) - (4.53). Proper adjustment to 

/V as well as the initial conditions are fairly clear. 
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Alternatively, if X represents the predator population, then necessary adjustments 

are clear as we now see that the disease is spreading among the prey population. 

Hence, we see that in order to apply this algorithm to increasingly general models, 

we need to only adjust the three original models formulated. Also, when consid

ering multiple predators, (6.9) - (6.10) simply increases in dimension. Clearly, the 

applicability is far-reaching as long as the modeling is done with care. 

Before concluding, a short note on parameter estimation is necessary. Once a 

system such as (6.13) - (6.18) has been developed, diflSculties immediately arise. 

Clearly, upon integration of isolated models, many additional parameters emerge due 

to natural interactions between various subgroups. Oftentimes, it is only possible to 

obtain crude quantitative relationships between the newly emerged parameters and 

the originals as some are simply impossible to observe in nature. This should always 

be kept in mind when viewing the simulations. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the impact of pollution on a population amidst an epizootic was 

analyzed in great detail. Although the numerical results seem to indicate that PCBs 

contributed to the decline in the seal population, a definitive conclusion could not be 

drawn. The reason for this is two-fold. First, there are no precise ways of surveying 

population reduction based on a specific chemical; nor are there existing validated 

models that would allow us to approximate the significance of such a reduction from a 

specific pollutant such as PCB. Additionally, measuring the biological eflPects of chem

ical exposure via calibration of growth rates can be diflScult (oftentimes impossible) 

to measure. 

Second, it is believed that the population decline, if affected by pollution at all, 

would be a result of two critical pathways: food supply and the immune system [18]. 

More precisely, it is believed that the seals would suff"er the impact of PCBs through 

both (1) a depletion in the food supply due to bioconcentration and bioaccumulation 

in the fish and (2) the direct effect of the toxin through impairment of the immune 

system. As in [18], this can be viewed schematically below (Figure 7.1). 

Food Supply 

Seal Population 

Immune System 

Figure 7.1: Factors infiuencing population decline 

In this paper, only the food supply was considered due to the complexity of the 

problem. Ongoing research will attempt to draw inferences on the immunosuppressive 
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effects of the PCBs; that is, a discussion of the chlorinated hydrocarbons and their 

capabilities to increase the seals' susceptibility to infection will be given. It is the 

belief of the author that this second input, considered in isolation, will show little 

difference in accordance with the study conducted here. However, it is believed that 

the coupling of the two inputs will give a clearer depiction as to whether PCBs can 

be regarded as a factor in the epizootic. 

Overall, it is believed that this work serves as a preliminary starting point in 

studying the eflPects of pollution amidst an epidemic where the food source is of fun

damental importance. From this paper, one can build increasingly general models and 

study the effects of a toxicant on predator-prey systems or even on other epidemic 

models such as 5-7 or 5-7-5 compartments. Additionally, such factors as overcrowd

ing and possibly in-breeding can also be taken into consideration as many researchers 

consider these to be active components in the disease process. 

Finally, instead of considering the toxicant body burden on the fish population 

as a whole, one can consider a model with greater precision-one that considers the 

bionomy of the fish in great depth. For example, one can study the passive exchange 

of a chemical across a fish's gills and the relative thermodynamic bioconcentration 

factors as in [2]. Additionally, we could analyze the decrease in biomass (2issociated 

with lower weight gain) and the associated histopathological changes in the parenchy

mal organs by taking individual organs as receptors to PCB intake. Finally, it would 

be novel to measure and/or monitor chemical pollution via biota, deposits or other 

sediments rather than by concentration readings taken from water samples [2]. How

ever, developing and validating a model as such would warrant a uniform effort by 

researchers from a myriad of disciplines. 

In summary, the work here serves as a springboard for further research. First, since 

pollution is a general concern of the public, this problem certainly has relevance as 

well as far reaching rewards. Additionally, to truly understand the complexity of such 

problems in ecological risk assessment, the collaboration of biologists, toxicologists, 

environmental scientists and ecologists is an absolute necessity. There are many 
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relevant problems in this field but few can be fully understood without this level of 

sophistication. A better understanding of uptake through the food chain is needed as 

well as new methodologies that simulate the complexities of real-world phenomena. 

In particular, the areas of environmental contamination, community dynamics and, 

most importantly, the coalescence of the two (chemically stressed aquatic ecosystems), 

need to be studied further. Without a thorough foundation of these principles, the 

eflFects of pollutants on complex aquatic communities remains difficult to measure and 

even more diflficult in which to draw inferences upon. 
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APPENDIX 

Matlab Program 1: Initialize Systems and Parameters 
7. dif .m 
function xd = d i f ( t , x ) 

7. Parameter Values 
r2 = .0054; % Intrinsic growth rate (fish) 
rl = .009; % Net decline in presence of PCB 
omega = .00000158; 7. Intraspecific coefficient of competition 
k = .00045; 7. Net uptake of PCB 
c = .042; % Rate of dischairge/depuration 
kl = .32; 7. Rate of fish uptake 
gl = .00015; 7. Rate of increase in PCB level 
V = .07; •/, Rate of volatilization/filterization 
I = in2(t); 7o Mass input rate of the toxicant 

7. in2.m 
7. this is the mass input rate of the toxicant 
function z = in2(t) 
7. Each of the following is used to generate Figure 5.7 

z= 

z= 

t > 0) & (t < 15)) .* 0.0082 +... 
t > 15) & (t < 100)) .* 0.0077 +., 
t > 100) & (t < 123)) .* 0.0083 +. 
t > 123) & (t < 318)) .* 0.0065 + 
t > 318) & (t < 400)) -* 0.0081; 

t > 0) & (t < 54)) .* 0.00552 +.. 
t > 54) & (t < 198)) .* 0.0077 +. 
t > 198) & (t < 267)) .* 0.0081 + 
t > 267) & (t < 319)) .* 0.0075 + 
t > 319) & (t < 399)) -* 0.0071; 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Sigma = .0000085; 
eta = .0000032; 
gamma = .03; 
rho = 0.039; 
nu = .016; 
tau = .000003; 
alpha = .218; 
beta = -017; 
delta = .05; 
mu = 0.000002; 

7. Degree of predatoriness (healthy seals) 
7o Degree of predatoriness (infected seals) 
7o Fertility rate (seals) 
7o Net decline of seals in the absence of fish 
7. Natural death rate (seals) 
7o Positive contribution to healthy seal class 
7o Transmission rate 
7o Removal rate 
7o Disease-induced mortality rate 
7. Positive contribution to infected seal class 

7, mu < tau 
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7. eta < Sigma 
7. Sigma > tau 

7. SIR phase (disease-free, R 1 < 1) 
7. Figure 2.2 
* alpha = .248; 
* beta = .071; 
* delta = -094; 
* gamma = .085; 

7. SIR phase (R_l = 1) 
7. Figure 2.3 
** alpha = .248; 
** beta = .071; 
** delta = .092; 
** gamma = .085; 

7. SIR phase (R_l > 1) 
7. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 
*** alpha = .248; 
*** beta = .05; 
•** delta = .074; 
*** gamma = .081; 

7, Predator-Prey (population dynamics) 
7. Figures 3.1 
**** psil = 5/8; 
**** psi2 = .28; 

7. Predator-Prey phase 
7. Figure 3.2 (Spiral) 
*:(c:ic** p s i l = 5 / 8 ; 
***** psi2 = .40; 

7, Predator-Prey phase 
7. Figure 3.2 (Node) 
~ psil = 5/8; 
- psi2 = .10; 

7, Standard SIR (population dynamics) 
7, Figures 5.1-5.5 
— alpha = .218; 
-- beta = .017; 
""' gamma = .03; 
~~ nu = .016; 
-- delta = .05; 

% Fully Integrated Model 
i States 
7. x(l) (FISH) 
•/ x(2) (TOXICANT CONCENTRATION IN FISH) 
7 x(3) (TOXICANT CONCENTRATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT) 
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/. x(4) (SUSCEPTIBLE SEALS) 
/. x(5) (INFECTED SEALS) 
/. x(6) (REMOVED SEALS) 
7. x(7) (TOAL NUMBER OF SEALS) 
/. x(8) (CUMULATIVE MORTALITY) 

xd(l) = (r2 - rl*x(2) - eta*x(5) - omega*x(l) - sigma*(x(4)+x(6))) 
*x(l); 

~' xd(2) = k*x(3) - c*x(2); 
xd(3) = -kl*x(3)*x(l) + gl*x(2)*x(l) - v*x(3) + I; 
xd(4) = (gamma - rho - nu ^ tau*x(l) -alpha*x(5)/x(7))*x(4) 

+ gamma*x(6); 
xd(5) = (alpha*x(4)/x(7) - (beta + nu + delta) + mu*x(l))*x(5); 

III xd(6) = (tau*x(l) - nu)*x(6) + beta*x(5); 
xd(7) = (gamma - rho - nu + tau*x(l))*x(4) + (gamma + tau*x(l) - nu) 

*x(6) + (mu*x(l) - nu - delta)*x(5); 
"'"'"' xd(8) = delta*x(5); 

7. Phase Portraits (Transformed SIR) 
7. States 
7. x(l) (SUSCEPTIBLE FRACTION) 
7. x(2) (INFECTED FRACTION) 
7. x(3) (REMOVED FRACTION) 

xd(l) = gamma*(x(l) + x(3))*(l-x(l)) - (alpha - delta)*x(l)*x(2); 
xd(2) = alpha*x(l)*x(2) - (gamma + delta)*(x(l) + x(3))*x(2) 

- beta*x(2); 
xd(3) = beta*x(2) + delta*x(2)*x(3) - gamma*(x(l) + x(3))*x(3); 

7. Predator-Prey Interaction 
7. States 
7. x(l) (FISH) 
7. x(2) (SEALS) 

xd(l) = x(l)*(l-psil*x(l)-x(2)); 
xd(2) = psi2*x(2)*(x(l)-l); 

7. Standard SIR Interaction 
7. States 
7. x(l) (SUSCEPTIBLE) 
7. x(2) (INFECTED) 
7. x(3) (REMOVED) 
7. x(4) (TOTAL) 
^ xd(l) = gamma*(x(l) + x(3)) - nu*x(l) - alpha*(x(l)*x(2)/x(4)); 
~ xd(2) = alpha*(x(l)*x(2)/x(4)) - (beta + nu + delta)*x(2); 
^ xd(3) = beta*x(2) - nu*x(3); 
' xd(4) = (gamma - nu)*(x(l) + x(3)) - (nu + delta)*x(2); 

7, Cumulative Mortality Function 
7, Figure 5.5 
7. x(5) (MORTALITY COUNT) 
-- xd(5) = (delta - nu)*x(2); 

7, PCB Model 
•/. States 
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7. x(l) (FISH POPULATION BIOMASS) 
7. x(2) (PCB CONCENTRATION IN FISH) 
7. x(3) (PCB CONCENTRATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT) 
~~^ xd(l) = (r2 - rl*x(2) - omega*x(l))*x(l); 
"-̂ ^ xd(2) = k*x(3) - c*x(2); ^ ̂  /ON u. T 
- - xd(3) = -kl*x(l)*x(3) + gl*x(l)*x(2) - v*x(3) + I 

xd=xd' 
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Matlab Program 2: Numerically Solve the Systems 

Note: Various solvers such as ode45, ode23t, and classical Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta 
(see Program 3) were utilized to check the accuracy of the solutions. 

cleair a l l 
7. submain.m 

7. SIR Phase Portraits 
*'**>***> a = input('Enter the initial fraction of susceptible 

seals: ' ) ; 
*^**^***^ ^ _ input('Enter the initial fraction of infected 

seals: ' ) ; 
*^**^***^ ^ _ input('Enter the initial fraction of removed 

seals: ' ) ; 
*,**,***, xO = [a b d]; 
*,**,***, tspan = [0:.1:200]; 
*,**,***, [t,x] = ode23t ('dif, tspan, xO); 

***** jjow one of the graph programs below is called ***** 

7. S-I Phase Portraits 
*.**.***. plot(x(:,l),x(:,2)) 

set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
xlabeK'Susceptible Fraction'); 
ylabelCInfected Fraction'); 

"*"' axis([0 1 0 1]); 
hold on; 

* * 

* * 

* * 

** 

* * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

7o corresponding population dynamics 
*.**̂ ***. plot(t,x(:,1),'k-') 

hold on; 
~~~ plot(t,x(:,2),'k~') 

set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
"""' xlabelCTime (Days)'); 

ylabeK'Susceptible/Infected Fractions'); 
"'-'-' axis([0 200 0 1]); 
"-'-' legend('s(t)','i(t)') 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * * * 

7. I-R Phase Portraits 
***, plot(x(:,2),x(:,3)) 
***, set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
***, xlabeK'Infected Fraction'); 
***, ylabeK'Removed Fraction'); 
***, axis([0 1 0 1]); 
***, hold on; 

% corresponding population dynamics 
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* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * * * 

plot(t,x(:,2),'k-') 
hold on; 
plot(t,x(:,3),'k—') 
set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
XlabelCTime (Days)'); 
ylabel('Infected/Removed Fractions'); 
axis([0 200 0 1]); 
legend('i(t)','r(t)') 

7. S-R Phase Portraits 
***. plot(x(:,l),x(:,3)) 

~"'"' set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
xlabeK'Susceptible Fraction'); 
ylabeK'Removed Fraction'); 

"'"'"' axis([0 1 0 1]); 
hold on; 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

7. corresponding population dynamics 
***. plot(t,x(:,l),'k-') 

hold on; 
*"'"' plot(t,x(:,3),'k~') 

set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
xlabelCTime (Days)'); 
ylabelCSusceptible/Removed Fractions'); 

"'"' axis([0 200 0 1]); 
"""' legend('s(t)','r(t)') 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * * * 

7. 3D SIR Phase Portrait 
***- hold on; 

"'" plot3(x(:,l),x(:,2),x(:,3)) 
set(gca,'fontsize',19) 
xlabeK'Susceptible Fraction'); 
ylabeK'Infected Fraction'); 
zlabelCRemoved Fraction'); 

"'"'"' axis([0 1 0 1 0 1]); 
view(-33,6); 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

7. Predator-Prey Interaction 
****,*****,", a = input('Enter the initial fish biomass: ' ) ; 

b = inputCEnter the initial number of seals: ' ) ; 
xO = [a b]; 
tspan = [0:.1:100]; 
[ t ,x ] = ode23 t ( ' d i f ' , t span ,xO) ; 

* * * * , * * * * * 

* * * * ^ * * * * * 

* * * * , * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * 

***** Now one of the graph programs below is called ***** 
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* * * * * * * * , ) c * * ^ :,c**:)c :(c : ) £ * * * * * * * * * * + : ) c * : j c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

/. Predator-Prey Population Dynamics 
****""'IIII Plo^(t,x(:,l),'k-') 

hold on; 
plot(t,x(:,2),'k~') 
set(gca,'fontsize',21) 

~"'~~ XlabelCTime (arbitrary units)'); 
ylabelCSeal Quantity/Fish Biomass'); 
axis([0 35 0 2]); 
legend('x(t)','y(t)') 
text(16,1.25,'Fish','fontsize',21) 
text(26,.5,'Seals','fonts ize',21) 

* * * * 

* * * * 

* * * * 

* * * * 

* * * * 

* * * * 

* * * * 

^ ^r ̂ r ^h 

**** 

***** 

7. Predator-Prey Phase Portraits 
*****-"'- plot(x(: ,l),x(:,2)) 

set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
xlabelCFish'); 
ylabeK'Seals'); 
axis([0.5 1.5 0.2 0.6]); 
hold on; 

* * * * * 

* * * * * 

* * * * * 

* * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

7o SIR interaction 
' a = inputCEnter the initial number of susceptible seals: ' ) ; 
~ b = inputCEnter the initial number of infected seals: ' ) ; 
^ d = inputCEnter the initial number of removed seals: ' ) ; 
^ xO = [a b d a+b+d 0]; 
-" tspan = [0:.1:100]; 
" [t,x] = ode23t('dif',tspan,xO); 

***** Now one of the graph programs below is called ***** 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

7o SIR population dynamics 
~ plot(t,x(:,l),'r-') 
" hold on; 
^ plot(t,x(:,2),'g-') 
- plot(t,x(:.3),'b-') 
- p l o t ( t , x ( : , 4 ) , ' k - ' ) 
" s e t ( g c a , ' f o n t s i z e ' , 2 1 ) 
^ xlabelCTime (Days) ' ) ; 
- y l a b e l ( ' S , I , R , N ' ) ; 
- ax is ( [0 100 0 1200]); 
- l e g e n d C S ( t ) ' , ' l ( t ) ' , ' R ( t ) ' , ' N ( t ) ' ) 

* * * * * 
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7. Cumulative Mortality 
^ plot(t,x(:,5),'k-') 

hold on; 
set(gca,'fontsize',21) 

~ XlabelCTime (Days)'); 
^ ylabel('Cumulative Mortality'); 
^ axis([0 100 0 1500]); 
~ text(50,380,'Dutch Wadden Sea','fontsize',18) 
" textdO, 1300,'Danish & Dutch Wadden Sea','fontsize',18) 

^n ̂ n ̂ ^ ̂ n ̂ n ̂ p ̂ P ̂ ^ jJC 3^ 9fC 3Jt 3fC jfC J|% ̂ C ̂ ^ ̂ ^ ̂ p ̂ ^ ̂ p ̂ ^ ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ P ̂ P ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p ̂ p 

7. PCB model 
a = inputCEnter the initial fish biomass: ' ) ; 
b = inputCEnter the initial concentration (fish): ' ) ; 
d = inputCEnter the initial concentration (environment): ' ) ; 

"^^ xO = [a b d]; 
'̂ '̂̂  tspan = [0: .1:350] ; 
^^^ [t,x] = ode23tCdif',tspan,xO); 

***** Now one of the graph programs below is called ***** 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

7o Persistence of X(t) 
7o Figure 5.6 
^^^ plot(t,x(:,l),'k-') 
-̂"̂  hold on; 

set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
""̂  XlabelCTime (Days)'); 
— ylabelCFish Population Biomass'); 
-"" axis([0 1000 3395 3420]); 

* * * * * 

7, Relative Concentrations 
7, Figure 5.7 
~-̂  plot(t,x(:,2),'k-') 

hold on; 
--"" plot(t,x(:,3),'k~') 
— set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
~~̂  xlabelCTime (Days)'); 
— ylabel('Respective Concentrations'); 
~̂ - axis([0 350 0 .0008]); 
— legend ('p.f\'P-E') 

* * * * * 

7. plots Figure 5.8 
— plot(t,x(:,l),'k-') 
^^^ hold on; 
"'-^ set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
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Ill XlabelCTime (Days)'); 
y^^ ylabelCFish Population Biomass'); 

axis([0 1000 1000 4000]); 
legend('X(t)') 

********:(c***:)c****:|c*******^***************:4c*********************** 

7, Integrated Model 
a = inputCEnter the initial fish biomass: ' ) ; 

--- d 
e 

~II "̂  ~ î P̂ t̂ 't.nter tne initial number ot mt ected seals: '; 
~"' g = inputCEnter the initial number of removed seals: ' ) ; 

h = e + f + g; 
"'"'"' xO = [a b d e f g h 0] ; 

tspan = [0:.1:100]; 
[t,x] = ode23t('dif',tspan,xO); 

***** Now one of the graph programs below is called ***** 

***************************************************************** 

7. The Integrated Model (SIR) 
7. Figures 5.9-5.13 
"-- plot(t,x(:,4),'r-') 

hold on; 
"'"'~ plot(t,x(:,5),'g-') 
"'~~ plot(t,x(: ,6),'b-') 
-"'-' plot(t,x(:,7),'k-') 

set(gca,'fontsize',21) 
"'~~ xlabelCTime (Days)'); 
--'"' ylabelCS,I,R,N'); 
"---' axis([0 100 0 1200]); 
"'"' legend('S(t)', 'l(t)', 'R(t)', 'N(t)') 

* * * * * 

7. Cumulative Mortality (Integrated) 
~"'~ plot(t,x(:,8),'k-') 

hold on; 
set(gca,'fontsize',21) 

— xlabelCTime (Days)'); 
— ylabeK'Cumulative Mortality'); 
-•'-' axis([0 100 0 1500]); 

text(50,380,'Dutch Wadden Sea','fontsize',18) 
— text(10,1300,'Danish & Dutch Wadden Sea','fontsize',18) 
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Matlab Program 3: Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta Method 

Sample program to solve the system given by 

S = -r^XS ̂  R) - UnS - aeSI/X 

I = aeSI/X - [3e ^Vn- Se] I 

R = 3J - Vr^R 

X =K-I/„)(5^i?)-K-<5e]/ 

with 

D{t) =Sl[{Se-yn)I{m)]dm 

N{t) = S{t)-h I{t) ^ R{t) 

5(0) = V ( 0 ) - / o 

using the RungKutt4 program. Similar adjustments are necessary to numerically 
solve the other systems. 

7. RungKutt4.m 
7. Classical Order Four Runge-Kutta Method 

ssize =0.1; 
tspan = [0:ssize: 100] ; 7. Duration with prescribed step size 
tspan = tspan'; 
X = [1000; 50; 0; 1050]; 7. Initial Conditions 

7t Thus, there are N = 4 equations 
n = size(tspan,l); 
xstore = x; 

for j = 2:n 
del = (tspan(j) - tspan(j - l))/round((tspan(j) 

- tspan(j - l))/ssize); 
for time = tspan(j - 1):del:(tspan(j) - del) 

kl = xprime(x,time); 
xd = X + (del/2)*kl; 
k2 = xprime(xd,time + (del/2)); 
xd = X + (del/2)*k2; 
k3 = xprime(xd,time + (del/2)); 
xd = X + del*k3; 
k4 = xprime(xd,time + del); 
X = X + (del/6)*(kl + 2*k2 + 2*k3 + k4); 

end 
xstore = [xstore x] ; 7. an N by 100*((l/0-l) + 1) vector 

end 

7, solution curves 
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plot(tspan,xstore) 
XlabelCTime (Days)') 
ylabelCs,I,R,N') 

* * * * * * * * : ^ : ( c , ( t , , j , ^ 3 j j 3 j j j j j j ^ j j j j ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ j ^ j ^ j j j j j j j j , j ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ 

7. xprime.m 
7. f is column vector containing the RHS of each ODE 

function f = xprime(x,time) 
alpha = .218; 
beta = .017 
delta = .05 
gamma = .03 
nu = .016; 
f = [gamma*(x(l) + x(3)) - nu*x(l) - alpha*(x(l)*x(2)/x(4)) 

alpha*(x(l)*x(2)/x(4)) - (beta + nu + delta)*x(2) 
beta*x(2) - nu*x(3) 
(gamma - nu)*(x(l) + x(3)) - (nu + delta)*x(2)]; 
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